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This paper is part of a wider study exploring the potential of the edge of the building envelope for 
disclosing formal, material and experiential aspects of architecture. The wider study involves the 
analysis of a selection of significant Queensland houses. This paper focuses on The Plywood 
Exhibition House. Analysis of the material fabric of the Plywood Exhibition House will reveal 
something of how architects at the end of the 1950s reconciled the idioms of late modernism with 
local circumstances.  
 
The Plywood Exhibition House (1957) by Dalton and Heathwood was the outcome of a competition 
seeking proposals for a small house demonstrating the use of ply products. In keeping with the spirit 
of the day, the competition-winning proposal extended the design brief to consider the problem of 
living in a sub-tropical climate. The design is an expression of the style of the times. Investigation 
also reveals the architects’ interest in material and experiential aspects of the local Queenslander. In 
addressing issues of climate, the design realises an opportunity for adapting and extending existing 
idioms. 
 
                                      ~ 
 
In the sub-tropics, environmental comfort is a primary design concern. Issues of building expression 
must be negotiated with issues of comfort and the vertical edge of a building envelope is where this 
transaction occurs. Consequently, the analysis of built fabric at the edge is very revealing of design 
intentions. The Plywood Exhibition House (1957) by Dalton and Heathwood was intended to 
promote the use of ply products, but also addressed the idea of a modern house for the sub-tropics. 
The conscientious testing of climatic design issues at the building edge of this house ushered in a 
range of formal and experiential possibilities which tie the house both to the pre-existing house type 
and to late modernism and which offered clues for future design developments. 
 
 
The Plywood Exhibition House was the result of an architectural competition sponsored by 
Queensland Plywood Board Corporation. The competition, calling for the design of a house to 
demonstrate the use of ply products, was open to architects registered in Queensland, and was won 
by Dalton and Heathwood with a design submitted by Peter Heathwood. It was built in 1957 at the 
Brisbane Exhibition Grounds for the annual Royal National Agricultural and Industrial Association 
Show. In 1963 it was moved to its current location at 23 Kurowara Street, The Gap, a suburb on the 
western outskirts of Brisbane and is an occupied dwelling to this day. 1 
 
 
The Plywood Exhibition House was described at the time, in House and Garden as ‘an all-out 
Queensland House, planned to beat sub-tropical heat’,2 a comment implying some connection with 
prior forms of the Queensland house. In comparison the competition assessor’s comments are limited 
to a critique of functional issues and the house, described as being ‘contemporary in design’.3 In 
Buildings of Queensland, published by the Queensland Chapter of the Royal Australian Institute of 
Architects in 1959, reference to familiar idioms is limited to a note about the reintroduction of 
‘slatted external adjustable sun blinds’4 and the house is described simply as ‘A neatly detailed house 
designed for exhibition purposes and displaying various uses of plywood for internal and external 
use.’5  
 
 
The manner of its description confirms that the Plywood Exhibition House was perceived to contain 
references to both the established languages of ‘contemporary’ architecture and to elements of the 
pre-existing local house type. How modern idioms responded to and drew on local conditions in the 
making of a place-specific architecture is the point of departure for my analysis of the house. 
Furthermore, analysis will demonstrate how a carefully considered response to the problem of 
making a regionally specific modern architecture contained within it clues for further material and 
experiential explorations.  
 
 
Demonstration or exhibition houses were favoured at this time, worldwide, as models for promoting 
new materials and construction systems or new modes of living. They elicited different responses 
from manufacturers, the general public and the press but for architects they were an invitation to 
continue the search for the ‘ideal home’. In the USA, Richard Neutra was most influential in opening 
up the problem of the design of the single family house to broad public scrutiny. His Van der Leewh, 
Beard, and Diatom Houses were all conceived as prototypical house designs.6 In 1936, sponsored by 
the Los Angeles Building Centre, Neutra produced the first ‘Plywood Model Demonstration House’ 
for an Architectural Materials Exhibition.7 It was the only low cost house exhibited and placed a new 
emphasis on exploring the potential of materials for standardisation and prefabrication and their 
application in low cost house design. Breuer’s Exhibition House, ‘House in the Garden’, for the 
Museum of Modern Art, New York, in 1949 also featured plywood. Breuer’s design was directed 
towards demonstrating a prototype for convenient living in the modern world and ply was selected 
for its material qualities and uncluttered detailing rather than for any perceived cost benefits.8  
 
 
At the time of Breuer’s ‘House in the Garden’, Plywood was still considered to be an exciting new 
material. In Post World War II USA, housing shortages provided good reason to further explore 
architectural applications for ply products. Breuer, Schindler, Ain, and Frey all utilised ply panels in 
their architecture. The Case Study Houses, which were aimed at promoting modernism and modern 
design consistently featured ply products, beginning with the very first scheme proposed by Julius 
Ralph Davidson in 1945 and built in a remodelled form in 1948.9  There was a gap between rhetoric 
regarding the use of ply in the pursuit of low cost, standardised housing and the reality of its use, 
which reflected a desire to build in the style of the times. This gap is revealed in a remark made by 
William Wilson Wurster: ‘Although plywood costs more than plaster, we like it better because it 
looks cheaper.’10 
  
In Australia, the need to house a rapidly growing population post WWII also provided justification 
for exploring architectural applications of ply. Amongst the earliest investigations were the ‘Beaufort 
House’ project in Melbourne, sponsored by the Beaufort aircraft production factory and the ‘Myer 
House’ sponsored by the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation. These houses were relatively 
conventional in terms of their architectural ambitions. In comparison, Robin Boyd’s ‘House of 
Tomorrow’, constructed in 1949 at the Melbourne Exhibition Grounds, was intended to promote 
modern architecture and modern design as desirable and affordable.11 It used ply and fibro 
extensively in its presentation of the ideal modern lifestyle and for most of the public who visited, 
the ‘House of Tomorrow’was a first experience of domestic modernism.12  
 
 
At the time the Queensland Plywood Board Corporation competition was announced, plywood 
already had a history of use in local Brisbane architecture. One of the earliest applications cited by 
Alice Hampson, was by Campbell Scott who used ply as an internal lining in his St Lucia home in 
1947.13 However, shortages in materials and labour and skyrocketing costs following the lifting of 
building restrictions encouraged its increased acceptability and use. The Plywood Corporation 
realised the opportunity to promote their expanding range of products and to increase their share of 
the market through a design competition. John Dalton and Peter Heathwood recognised in the 
competition an opportunity to establish their careers. Both were motivated by the spirit of modernity, 
including its social agendas, declaring in an interview that ‘the Architect’s social responsibility is to 
the future.’14  
 
 
John Dalton and Peter Heathwood had been students at the University of Queensland, graduating 
together in 1956. John Dalton had served in the Royal Air Force for two years as an Architectural 
Draftsman before migrating to Brisbane on a returned serviceman’s passage.15 Peter Heathwood was 
5 years Dalton’s junior and unlike his colleague had grown up in Brisbane and North Queensland.16 
Dalton notes that the approach to design adopted by the University of Queensland at the time 
Heathwood and Dalton were students was very different to that adopted in schools elsewhere in 
Australia. Where Melbourne adopted an engineering approach and Sydney, the International Style, 
Queensland at this time referred to its own local traditions and was beginning to place an emphasis 
on physiological issues in addition to issues of material comfort.17 An interest in the vernacular 
wisdom was not something new in Queensland. Peter Heathwood is recorded as noting that it was 
Dalton, a vocal supporter of the vernacular whilst a student, that had made him aware that 
Queensland had one.18 
 
 
As students, both Heathwood and Dalton had worked in some of the most forward thinking and 
energetic practices in Brisbane including Hayes and Scott and Theo Thynne and Associates.19 Alice 
Hampson notes that students working in these practices acquired a firm commitment to climatically 
responsible design.20 This commitment is demonstrated in the Plywood Exhibition House and in their 
subsequent work. 
 
 
On entering the competition, Dalton and Heathwood formed a pact. Submitting separate competition 
entires, they agreed that if one or other of them won the generous 3 000 pound prize on offer, it 
would be used to establish an architectural practice.21 Peter Heathwood’s entry was successful and 
Dalton and Heathwood opened their offices at 307 Queen Street. Peter Heathwood departed shortly 
after on his honeymoon leaving the documentation of the winning scheme to his new partner.22 The 
completed design was built at Brisbane Exhibition grounds in 1957 by Bill Webb and was 
announced in the Courier Mail as the ‘House of To-morrow’.23 Just as the Case Study Houses did in 
Los Angeles, the Plywood Exhibition House attracted enormous interest from the public and by 
March 1958 over 100,000 people are recorded as having visited it.24  Other exhibition houses built in 
Brisbane at that time were also sponsored by industry and included Taubmans’ Breuer-like ‘House of 
Ideas’(February 1958)25 and the Wunderlich Display Home (November 1957) designed by Vitaly 
Gzell.26 Publicity accompanying both the Taubmans and Wunderlich houses addressed issues of 
‘contemporary living’ rather than the idea of a house for the future. 
 
 
Photographs taken of the Exhibition House at the time it was first erected at the Exhibition Grounds, 
reveal a framed box raised on a podium, which is recessed well back under the house. The house 
presents three elevations to view; the fourth side is set against a wall to the railway line embankment. 
The house is a pavilion with classical overtones in its rhythms and symmetry. Arrival and departure 
are by sets of wide ‘floating’ horizontal stairs. Its emphatically flat roof was an experiment the 
architects felt acceptable, despite Brisbane’s high summer rainfall, because of the building’s 
temporary exhibition nature. The horizontality of the roofline is broken by a vaulted skylight located 
over the internal bathroom, ‘a dramatic and functional feature well received by the public’27 and one 
which precedes Case Study House #20 by Buff and Hensman, celebrated for its use ply vaults and 
built the following year.28 The flat plywood roof and skylight were sealed with a proprietary product 
– ‘liquid envelope’, which dried to form a seal, and which was alleged to be durable. However, ash 
and coal falling from the steam trains passing above melted the sealant and became fused to the roof, 
causing some concern. 
 
 
Emphasis on the horizontal indicates adherence to the established language of modern architecture. 
The house demonstrates all the characteristics of the ‘neo-Palladian’; ‘ideal volumetric simplicity, 
ideal symmetry, and ideal centralisation’.29 Horizontal roof lines and floating stairs recall the 
Farnsworth House (1949) and the expression of a single volume is also reminiscent of Mies. The 
house’s suggestion of a structural cage recalls the Case Study House program and the work of 
Sydney Ancher, in particular the three houses by Ancher at Maytone Avenue, Killara built between 
1945 and 1951. Dalton and Heathwood both claim to have been influenced by the work of Sydney 
Ancher. Identification with the idea of an expressed frame was important. In general the frame, in 
particular the steel frame, was understood to deliver structural rationalism and material efficiency. 
The Case Study House program explored the potential of the steel frame for achieving exactness and 
standardisation. A ‘lightness of frame’ was celebrated as the best feature of the Queensland house 
and had already been identified as the device, which would deliver a ‘revolution’ in local domestic 
architecture.30 The work of Hayes and Scott, Frank Salmon, Peter Newell, and John Hitch provided 
examples of a modern domestic architecture, which explored the potential of this aspect of the 
existing house building tradition. The Plywood Exhibition House extended these explorations.  
 
 
In the Plywood Exhibition House, the frame appears to be expressed; either infilled with timber 
blinds and when clad by ply, picked out with cover battens. In reality the Plywood Exhibition House 
is a composite system, employing both post and beam and standard stud framed construction systems 
braced by ply sheets. It has, however, been detailed in a manner which alludes to the steel aesthetic 
of late modernity.  
 
 
The properties of the hardwood of Southeast Queensland enable slender timber sections allowing 
them to be used in a manner not unlike steel. Structural elements, where expressed, are in-line, 
connected in a way that denies the directionality of timber. In the later Speare House (1958), the 
composite structure of the Plywood Exhibition House, is replaced with an expressed frame. Here, in 
order to achieve the rigidity in timber without cross-bracing elements, Peter Heathwood admits to 
using concealed steel T-plates at the top of columns, effecting the homogeneous character of a welded 
steel frame, a cheeky move at a time when truth in structure was held to be inviolable. 
 
 
In the Plywood Exhibition House, detail is aimed at limiting articulation of form. Continuity of line 
is established by the floor and roof fascia boards, which are continuous around the house. The layers 
of fretwork and detail typically found at the edge of the Queensland veranda are absent and the 
timber blinds used on the east and west, conceal an elevation of doors, windows and ply lining, thus 
robbing the house of scaled elements. The blinds used are Thurlow’s patented timber blind system, 
traditionally used on Queensland verandas from the turn of the century but not then associated with 
contemporary houses.  
 
 
The house adopts an efficient square plan form, organised as a circuit for the purposes of display and 
is based on a 3-foot module – the size of a plywood sheet establishing critical dimensions. A variety 
of styles and profiles of ply are used internally including striated and textured plywoods, plastic 
coated plywoods, and marine grade plywoods for wet areas. Ply is painted, stained or left natural and 
is v-jointed and butt-jointed. Cover strips when used reinforce surface qualities of materials. Variety 
is exploited to demonstrate the potential of ply but also involves a distinctly modern compositional 
game in which walls and ceilings are separated out as distinct elements. 
 
 
Careful attention to the principles of climatic design orders the elements of the house’s edge. Each 
elevation responds differently to the particular conditions imagined as contingent upon it. On the 
north, a deep terrace and entry deck was intended to exclude summer sun and admit lower winter 
sun. A blank wall here minimises radiant heat gain and but also contributes to the emphatic form.  
 
 
The east and west edges contain the most unusual feature of the house - the ‘fernery’. This is a 
narrow slot of space between sets of Thurlow blinds and the glazed wall of the house. On the east the 
‘fernery’ is adjacent to the bedrooms and on the west, to the living spaces. At the time they were 
described as; ‘Four foot wide verandas screened with Venetian blinds and massed with tropical 
planting create a green belt of ventilation and cool air outside the extensive glass walls.’31 The 
‘fernery’ addresses the problem of low sun angles in morning and afternoon. It provided the 
equivalent of large roof overhangs and deep shadow without the loss of formal qualities, and enabled 
air movement and cross ventilation without the loss of privacy.  
 
 
Peter Heathwood recalls that there were particular childhood memories of place, which informed the 
design of the ‘fernery’ space. The memories involved his experience as a small boy, of the cool 
comfort of the slatted lean-to frequently propped off the traditional veranda and extending that space. 
The particular fernery in question was located on the western edge of his grandmother’s home and is 
where he sought refuge from his mother’s tennis parties.32 The space that Heathwood recalls is not a 
veranda space but an extension of the veranda space. It was not intended to be occupied, but was a 
place to house plants. It was damp and cool and breezes passing through it brought comfort on hot 
afternoons. In his writings, David Malouf recalls how this space, ‘the Fernery’ offered privacy and a 
way for a small boy’s mind to escape in daydreaming activities. ‘Diagonal slats of unpainted timber 
gone grey with age are hung with stag horns, elk horns, orchids that sprout from fleshy knobs, and 
shaggy wire baskets of hare’s foot and maidenhair.’33 For the small Malouf, being put in his cot on 
the edge of the Fernery amounts to being ‘put-down on the edge of rain forest’.34 Heathwood’s 
remarkable disclosure reveals how close attention to climate, provoked memories of specific spaces, 
which then informed experiential aspects of design. The specificity of these relationships may not 
have been consciously pursued at the time, but that they were intentional is confirmed by the use of 
the word ‘fernery’ on the design drawings published in Architecture and Arts in February 1958.35 
  
The manner in which the ‘fernery’ relates to interior spaces enables the Plywood Exhibition House to 
embody a set of living spaces, which are modern in character and orientation despite associations 
with spaces found in older houses of another era. In the traditional bungalow the square plan with 
encircling verandas results in dark internalised rooms with poor cross-ventilation, and was much 
criticised by architects of Heathwood’s generation.36 Verandas, although deeply etched in the 
Queensland psyche, had been widely debated in architectural journals during the 1940s and their use 
had been severely limited by post-war building restrictions.37  When restrictions were lifted in 1952, 
although the opportunity was there for reinstating encircling verandas, careful thought was now 
given to the functional role of a veranda. 
 
 
In the Plywood Exhibition House the roles of veranda and core spaces are considered in light of less 
formal modes of living. The layers of space at the edge of the traditional bungalow are contracted 
into a narrow zone. Traditionally the ‘fernery’ is an extension of the veranda space. Here the 
‘fernery’ is an extension of the major living rooms. Being on the edge of the living space adjacent 
the ‘fernery’ evokes a sense of familiarity with being in a veranda space. It is open and outwardly 
oriented without loss of privacy. Living spaces have replaced the veranda, physically and to some 
extent experientially. 
 
 
Interiors are manipulated to contribute to the sense of outward orientation. For instance, the use of 
striated ply as the ceiling lining reduces the visibility of joints, and reinforces planar quality of the 
ceiling, extending its sense of horizontality. Horizontality of ceiling plane denies the cellular spatial 
organising capacity of the post and beam grid extending the edge of the living space to the outer edge 
of the ‘fernery’. (The grid of the structural frame is suggested by one column - the ‘Aalto’ column, 
so named because the carefully applied timber strips were intended to mimic columns of Villa 
Mairea.38) The height of the living space ceiling is consistent with the height of the ‘fernery’ soffit 
further reinforcing continuity of space.  
 
 
Another memory that Heathwood identified as significant, relates to a house on Fairfield Road, 
which he saw twice daily from the tram travelling to and from work. The house was a typical 
workers’ cottage in which the front veranda was screened with lattice inserts. Heathwood claims to 
have been intrigued by the formal possibilities suggested by these infill panels.39 He was aware that 
in drawing on these screens in design he also gained their ability to engage the play of light at the 
building edge. 
 
 
Subsequent work by both Heathwood and Dalton extend ideas and themes initiated in The Plywood 
Exhibition House. In the Speare House, also attributed to Heathwood, the roof falls imperceptibly 
and the non-ventilating vault of the Exhibition house is replaced by a large ventilating lantern. 
Thurlow blinds were replaced by lattice panels, which wrap around the entire pavilion. The intent 
may have been to keep the house cool and to provide privacy but the play of light at the edge of the 
house was also a significant consideration. 
 
 
Dalton’s writing for Architecture and Arts reflects his interest in the light and shade that plays at the 
edge of architecture. ‘Sun + Life + Useful Form = Architectural magic’ he declared in a lecture to 
architecture students.40 In a series of paintings executed over seven years Dalton explored the 
sensuous qualities of, details, materiality, play of light and shadow of the traditional veranda41 and 
his  architectural work of the 1960s and 70s continued to explore the role of light in giving form. 
 
 
Although the house was only intended as an exhibit for one year, it remained at the Exhibition 
Grounds until 1963, when the Plywood Corporation was given notice and it was offered for sale by 
tender. Patricia and Don Marshall’s offer was prepared for them by Patricia’s brother, Peter 
Heathwood, and was the lowest offer submitted. However, part of the tender involved an undertaking 
to have the house removed within a particular timeframe and the Marshall’s ability to achieve this 
was the reason for their eventual success. In order for the house to pass through the Exhibition 
Grounds gates it was cut in two. Reconnected on its new site at The Gap it gained one extra beam 
and was given a new waterproof roof lining.  
 
 On its current standard, sloping suburban block, the Plywood Exhibition House maintains its 
significant relationships. It still presents itself as an elevated pavilion. The size of the block and its 
slope required that the address and entry sequence be altered. This work, and the later addition of an 
entire structural bay, has been undertaken by E. Chapman and Sons to drawings prepared by Peter 
Heathwood. Commitment to the building extends to specially matching profiles and finishes, which 
have since disappeared from the market.  
 
 
The Plywood Exhibition House adheres to principles of economy of material means. Its overall form 
is simple and spatially, it has some of the characteristics of an open plan. But it also contains 
elements of familiar Queensland house; the separation of the edge into a series of layers to filter light 
and heat and help control sun as well as to provide privacy. Modern idioms are fused with references 
to elements of the Queenslander. 
 
 
The Plywood Exhibition House is revealing of the way in which a number of different influences 
become absorbed in the mind of an architect to cross-reference and inform work that is inventive and 
original. The purpose of the Plywood Exhibition House was to demonstrate the use of ply products, 
but in extending this challenge to address the problem of a modern house for the sub-tropics the 
possibilities of a convergence between the idioms of late modernism and that of the existing 
Queenslander is uncovered; a convergence, which provided the opportunity to make a distinctly local 
modern architecture.  
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